
“It isn’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble - 
it’s what you think you know for sure that just isn’t so.”
Mark Twain
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The State of Russian 
Organisational Health Today
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Healthy Companies Perform Better

Only 19% of Russian employees are engaged at work. With 
the best human resources in the world this remains a costly mis-
investment. Yet all the research points to what talented 
employees want: ”to work in dynamic workplaces where they feel 
empowered to make meaningful change happen.”

Healthy organisations are "deeply adaptable… innovative at 
their core, and engaging, exciting places to work.” They 
significantly outperform organisations that focus on performance 
alone by getting “things done quicker, better and with more 
impact than unhealthy ones.”

Yet health is more than just employee engagement. It’s the 
“extent to which your organisation is able to adapt to the present 
and shape the future faster and better than your competitors.” 

The Organisational Health Audit, powered by SenseMaker® helps 
navigate that journey.

Healthy organisations perform well today but are also adapting quickly 
enough to be relevant tomorrow
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SenseMaker® lets leaders to take multiple perspectives to explore critical issues
triggering fresh insights and genuine breakthroughs
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Open questions allows employees to share the experiences they think matter most, 
which helps serendipitously uncover unknown unknowns

Those who shared the experience and know it best tag extra layers of meaning onto 
their responses to create a rich set of pictures about what’s really happening and why

Emerged out of the IBM Knowledge 
Management Institute 

First deployed by Singapore’s government 
to detect weak signal terrorist threats 

Globally deployed today on a range of 
innovative engagements by commercial, 
government organisations and NGOs



This is a high-level snapshot of the state of the modern Russian 
organisation today, as seen through 200 narratives from employees in 
three firms (two in Moscow and one in the regions)

We present visual outputs from the SenseMaker® analytical tool. 
Patterns in images can be segmented by a range of filters and drilled 
down to the actual, unedited experiences employees shared 

For confidentiality purposes we don’t show the narratives here

We use only one filter here: emotional tone (positive/negative 
experiences). This provides a simple guide for improving health - how to 
get more (positive) stories like these and less (negatives) like those

This aids development of viable push and pull strategies to nudge 
different parts of the organisation towards more a viable future, quicker.

Nudging the organisation towards sustainable health and success
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Introductory comments



First Glance
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Improving organisational health requires amplifying positive experiences 
and disrupting negative ones
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Strongly positive 
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Strongly negative
Don’t know
Prefer not to say

Half of experiences in Russian organisations are positive (or 
strongly positive), while one quarter are negative

This is consistent with results from global benchmarked data, 
suggesting things are neither significantly better or worse here

The key question is will leaders do something about it in these 
volatile times to gain a competitive advantage or not?

Emotional tone of all responses



Employees were given a choice of two questions to respond to: a 
real experiences they’d share with someone outside the 
organisation or one they’d share with a colleague 

Two-thirds of experiences shared with outsiders were positive - 
suggesting employers present their organisation to outsiders well

Only a quarter of experiences shared with insiders are positive - 
40% are negative (half of those strongly negative) suggesting 
Russian employees recognise significant internal issues exist

Employees in Russian organisations are often brand ambassadors 
but also recognise much improvement is needed internally
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Strongly positive Positive Neutral
Negative Strongly negative Don’t know
Prefer not to say

Experiences shared 
with outsiders

Experiences shared 
with insiders



Russian employees want their positive experiences shared widely
 but interact with management only about the negatives
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Strongly positive Positive Neutral Negative Strongly negative

Employees think their positive experiences should be 
heard by the whole world or whole company - 
suggesting pride in their company (and country?)

But few think their industry should hear these 
experiences - suggesting a ‘zero sum’ mentality exists 
(organisations must compete not collaborate)

Few employees want to share anything with their boss 
- but want senior management to hear overwhelmingly 
negative experiences. Does a lack of trust in middle-
management exist in Russian organisations?

Responses



What’s Happening in Russian Organisations?
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People are motivated by a deep need to direct their own lives 
(autonomy)
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Balanced state ExcessAbsence

Employees in Russian organisations people feel the requisite autonomy they need to do their jobs well - the majority don’t seem 
to fear punishment for doing things differently

A larger sample size will let us explore how widely autonomy is felt across different industries, functions or levels of hierarchy

Autonomy is important as it let people feel they’re on the road to professional mastery - an important pre-requisite to developing 
a skilled workforce. It also encourages a greater sense of purpose at work and more future-focused professionals, which can 
become a more dynamic element driving the organisation forward.

If you try to do something different 
around here you might get …fired promoted



People are motivated by opportunities to learn and create new things 
(mastery)
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Russian employees can focus on mastering their profession and salary considerations don’t appear to dominate thoughts - 
suggesting balanced levels of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

Experiences where people focus on salary tend to be more negative - suggesting that increasing the engagement of people 
who are focused more on external motivators will be expensive (i.e. there may currently be dissatisfaction with pay levels) 

To stimulate mastery Russian employees require more autonomy, which leads to a greater sense of purpose (next slide). 

People here are focused on their …
salary self-development



People are motivated by bettering themselves and the world around 
(purpose)
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Russian employees find a high level of purpose in their work - though a bigger sample size will help us discover whether 
purpose is felt more or less in certain industries, functions or levels in the organisational hierarchy

When purpose is absent the experiences are clearly more negative - suggesting that having a purpose is not only important to 
employees but can also help the organisation become healthier - and therefore more successful - at little extra cost.

Working here is a …
habit calling



Healthy organisations build successful relationships with employees 
through a willingness to listen
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A lack of listening is the biggest area of concern in Russian organisations

Some experiences where people don’t listen (‘we already know everything’) are considered positive - hinting that complacency 
may be an issues which could be critical in a complex world where tomorrow can be very different from today

Experiences where listening is excessive display low levels of trust - double-checking everything because there is a lack of trust 
may be slowing down the speed at which Russian organisations can respond; a potentially fatal weakness in a volatile market.

People here …
already know everything double-check everything



Trust is a barometer of the overall health of Russian organisations
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Despite the lack of listening (previous slide) trust levels appear to be well balanced in Russian organisations - perhaps helped by 
the high levels of intrinsic motivation already discussed. But will this continue in the future if people don’t listen to each other?

Experiences where trust is increasingly absent (‘past caring’) are more likely to be negative - showing the importance of trust to 
healthy experiences of work

Weaker levels of trust are largely due to the influence of authority on people’s experiences - suggesting management/employee 
interactions are a critical area that needs addressing for some organisations. 

People here are …
past caring naive



Why is this Happening?
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Russian organisations operate as closed systems
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Was already known

Led to actionCame from outside

Information is recycled rather than renewed 
(use information ‘already known’ rather than 
seeking new information)

There is also a lack of action - suggesting 
Russian organisations can be passive 

Experiences where information 
‘came from outside’ were more 
likely to be about innovation and 
were influenced by authority

Information in the stories shared was …



Multiple factors shape mindsets in Russian organisations
but the influence of authority is seen as negative
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Authority

EvidenceValues

Experiences influenced more by authority tend 
to be more negative

When values and evidence are more influential 
experiences are more likely to be positive

Experiences about authority lack trust. 
But this is also where innovation is 
coming from - suggesting employees 
resist efforts to drive innovation from 
above (a major obstacle to re-inventing 
the organisation when needed)

People were influenced by …



Russian organisational culture hinders the innovation they need to thrive
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Enhance capabilities

Change the gameProtect the brand

Decisions are taken to make incremental 
improvements (enhance capabilities) - is it 
enough in today’s challenging economy?

Exper iences about ‘ chang ing the 
game’ (innovating) are seen negatively, 
perhaps because they are influenced more 
by those in authority who use information 
‘coming from outside’

Does the lack of management-employee 
trust hinder innovation in Russia - or is 
there a ‘not invented here’ attitude 
hindering the adoption of new ideas?

Decisions were taken to …



Improved management interaction will stimulate organisational health
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Workload

Rewards / recognitionManagement

Experiences were most concerned with 
management and workloads

Of the half highlighted more than 40% were 
negative (double the overall negative rate)

Experiences about rewards and recognition 
were overwhelmingly positive (89%)

50% Experiences about rewards were 
noticeable for having high levels of 
trust also - suggesting ‘felt fairness’ 
may be as much an outcome of the 
management-employee relationship as 
it is about market pay rates

The stories shared concerned …



Russian employees are focused on surviving today, while thriving 
tomorrow requires greater autonomy
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Present

FuturePast

While experiences about the past and 
f u t u r e a r e l a r g e l y p o s i t i v e t h e y 
(unsurprisingly) don’t occupy the minds of 
employees in Russian organisations today

Of more significance are the negative 
experiences of today and how this might 
impact on the future

Experiences about the future are focused 
on autonomy - hinting that people want 
more freedom to do their job going forward

The relevance of the experiences 
shared are for the …



Engagement without commitment
Involving people in the co-evolution of their organisation 

Streaming knowledge
Leveraging cross-silo perspectives to explore tangled issues

Managing serendipity
Launching ‘probes’ to get more stories like these and less like those

‘Cynefin’ workshops turns SenseMaker® data into pragmatic action
to rapidly improve organisational health at reduced cost
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Unlocking the evolutionary potential 
of the present

The Cynefin Framework™
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